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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible
to be called for the Physical Efficiency Test for selection to the post of WOMEN CIVIL EXCISE OFFICER (NCA
- DHEEVARA) - Ernakulam  District  (Category No.  314/2016 ) in  EXCISE DEPARTMENT on  RS. 20,000-
45,800/- on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 01.04.2017.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way,
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 
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DISTRICT OFFICE, ERNAKULAM

Main List

101473 101727 102119 102546 102549 174375

174433 174751 174925 175141 175147 175382

175772 198906 199033 199091 199283 199301

199357 199493 199697 213288 213336 214016

241924 242406 257469 257937 263557 270018

270164 270275 270286 270293 270349 270671

270686 275223 277057 277843 278159 300663

300667 301525 301526 301575 360350 360840

361089 361207 361587



2 WOMEN CIVIL EXCISE OFFICER(NCA - DHEEVARA)
            ERNAKULAM

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer any right on the
candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in the
OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 58.67 (Fifty eight (point) six seven ) marks and above are included
in the Main List of the short list.

Note:- (4)  A  Physical Efficiency Test as specified in the Gazette notification and One Time Verification will be
conducted before the publication of Ranked List. Date, time and venue of the Physical Efficiency Test and OTV will
be intimated to candidate through profile message and SMS. Candidates should download their admission tickets
for the above test from the official website “www.keralapsc.gov.in” of KPSC and should appear in person
with their original documents.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts
can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to
be published for the post. 

Note :- (6) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 01.04.2017 will be issued to those candidates who,
apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  
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